Lauder Joint-Degree Requirements

Wharton MBA
19 graduate credits total

- 15 cu Wharton MBA (17 max allowed under tuition scheme)
  - Core (9 cu)
  - Major (typically 5 cu)
  - most majors, but not all, include 1 cu from the core
- 4 joint cu from SAS
  - INTS 732 Global Economic History
  - INTS 721 Int’l Political Economy
  - SAS elective (non-Wharton)
  - SAS elective (non-Wharton)

Lauder MA
14 graduate credits total

- 5 cu language courses/global program courses
- 5 cu humanities & social sciences
  - Area History
  - INTS 732 Capitalism through History
  - INTS 721 Int’l Political Economy
  - SAS elective (non-Wharton)
  - SAS elective (non-Wharton)
- 4 joint cu from Wharton
  - MGMT611 or MGMT612
  - Int’l major electives (3 cu)